I[n the October]{.smallcaps} 2013 [issue]{.smallcaps} of *BioResearch Open Access* (2013; vol. 2, no. 5: 364--373), a correction is necessary in the article "Role of Material-Driven Fibronectin Fibrillogenesis in Protein Remodeling" by Llopis-Hernandez *et al.*^[@B1]^

On page 364, one of the affiliations for the author George Altankov was omitted. The authors and affiliations should have been listed as follows:

> Virginia Llopis-Hernandez,^1^ Patricia Rico,^1,2^ David Moratal,^1^ George Altankov,^2**--4**^ and Manuel Salmeron-Sanchez^**5**^

^1^Center for Biomaterials and Tissue Engineering, Universitat Politècnica de València, Valencia, Spain.

^2^Biomedical Research Networking Center for Bioengineering, Biomaterials, and Nanomedicine (CIBER-BBN), Barcelona, Spain.

^**3**^**Catalan Institution for Research and Advanced Studies (ICREA), Barcelona, Spain.**

^**4**^Institute for Bioengineering of Catalonia (IBEC), Barcelona, Spain.

^**5**^Division of Biomedical Engineering, School of Engineering, University of Glasgow, Glasgow, United Kingdom.

The online version of the article has been corrected to reflect this change.

The authors sincerely regret this error.
